
Gus Design Group’s new three-seater, Adelaide, is a fusion of 
extremes: high-end yet low-maintenance. The polyester cushions 
are flip-able; the walnut legs, detachable (if you’re wondering 
why, ask your doorframe). And a pair of bonus side cushions that 
add extra padding nails the vintage club style. Available in Velvet 
Rust, Velvet Mercury, 
Leaside Driftwood, or 
Varsity Charcoal uphol-
stery, Adelaide is equally 
apropos for casual 
confabs—or corporate 
catnaps. Test drive it at 
Teknion. space 1048

on the flipside
the a-list

when: 2:00–5:00PM
who: Atlas Carpet Mills

what: Wine and cheese party
where: space 1082

when: 2:00–6:00PM
who: Nucraft

what: Cocktail party
where: space 1166

when: 3:00–5:00PM
who: J+J Flooring Group

what: Cocktail party
where: space 10-118

when: 3:00–5:30PM
who: Wolf-Gordon

what: Cocktails
where: space 10-161; 

rsvp@wolfgordon.com

when: 3:00–6:00PM
who: EF Contract

what: Cocktails + canapes
where: space 1167; rita.faulkner@

efcontractflooring.com

when: 3:30–5:30PM
who: Okamura

what: Happy hour + sushi bar
where: space 11-124

when: 3:30–6:30PM
who: Arcadia and Encore Seating

what: Cocktail party
where: spaces 340 + 336

when: 4:00–6:00PM
who: Davis Furniture
what: Cocktail party
where: space 3-115

when: 4:30–6:30PM
who: Global Furniture Group

what: Cocktail party
where: space 1035

when: 4:30–8:00PM
who: Andreu World

what: Fiesta
where: space 10-132
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you spin me right 
’round, baby

sixth sense

The latest novelty 
from the clever cats 
at BuzziSpace: 
a jaunty chapeau-
shape pendant 
fixture that boosts acoustics (yes, even in the cacopho-
nous Mart!). Designed by Alain Gilles, BuzziHat pairs a curvy 
upholstered-foam body with a flared powder-coated-aluminum brim; mix 
and match colors for sartorial flair. A whimsical touch to top off any noisy 
office, the sound-dampening light—like all the brand’s intros henceforth—is 
UL-listed. space 10-111

There’s no denying this sofa’s hex appeal. The new design by David Edward is fully 
upholstered, giving it the solid, polygonal look that spawned its name: Geo. Customiz-
able in almost any fabric, the foam 
interior is neatly sealed with 
six seams. An angled back 
gently nudges the sofa 
away from the wall, a quirk 
likely to provoke an array of 
creative arrangements. Also 
noteworthy: The brand’s Mart 
address is its first new show-
room in 50 years. space 331

hats off 
to buzzi!

For the inside scoop on the hottest 
new products at NeoCon, head 
straight to the Interior Design 

SELECT partner showrooms. 
Do not pass go! (Well, other than 

to turn to page 98 for a list 
of manufacturers.)

able in almost any fabric, the foam 

noteworthy: The brand’s Mart 

You’ll no doubt take a shine to Dutch designer Mae Engelgeer’s Matter collection for Wolf-Gordon, a luxe 
but durable line of wool blends layered with shimmery metallic threads. space 10-161

Launched in 1993 by Peter Kruse, Danish rug source Fraster 
makes its NeoCon debut under the aegis of Unika Vaev. It’s a 
fitting alliance, with Fraster emphasizing its range of natural 
wool felt—a perfect complement for Unika Vaev’s 
emphasis on decorative acoustic 
products. The 58 graphic pat-
terns include Jelly  sh, 
a colorful school of 
concentric circles. 
Fancy a custom 
hue? Make a DIY 
mix from the 
40-strong pal-
ette. space 365
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Industrial designer Mark 
Müller’s new furniture se-
ries, Woodstock—the name a 
tongue-in-cheek nod to that 
freethinking time—supports 
the pivot toward personal 
spaces within open-plan 
o�  ces. Leveraging a dowel-
type construction technique 
that eliminates visible 
connectors, he conceived 
residential-leaning work 
surfaces, credenzas, seat-
ing, and accessories that 
workers can personalize. 
Components like oak table 
legs and felt modesty panels 
o� er “an organic con-
nection with the 
natural world,” 
Müller says, while 
aluminum and 
acrylic details add 
sheen. Custom grom-
met modules provide 
direct USB access and cavi-
ties for electronics. Choose 
from various stain, � nish, 
and cushion options.

three h
SPACE 345

“It’s simple, clean, and smart, but not detached from nature”

MARK MÜLLER
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